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 15.10.2015, 07:03 Abelus skidmaster I've got a good guess. Once I get it going it'll run until the application quits. As a newbie
to Photoshop, trying to figure out how to fix this issue is actually quite frustrating. I had to do a backup and restore after I added
the marker to try to get things working again. It's taken me three hours of my time to get this far and I'm now having to resort to

creating a new PSD to edit. Julien Burnier thetan Which is the exact opposite of what it says it should do. I can't do anything
with the software. I've tried re-installing but it doesn't fix the issue. I've also tried moving/renaming/deleting the.psd files. Same
issue occurs. SierraWeb 27.09.2015, 07:06 NonnaLaura They probably took one half a day each, but I'm not sure. I don't know
what the fee is like. My guy is almost done with it. michaelcasas 19.09.2015, 21:11 Gobierno de Estados Unidos How can you

fix this? It's really frustrating me and I'm about ready to switch to lightroom. In the older version of lightroom, you could simply
go to the file menu and "Import File As", then select Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 6, and it worked. I'm hoping I'm not going to
have to go back to PS CS6. probst aqzer 20.09.2015, 21:32 The driver doesn't have much sense to distinguish between a random

tiff file with an ICC profile and a true-colour RAW file. Hence, my requests for a new driver with the goal of a profile-
supporting driver will not be met. Why on earth would the driver not distinguish between a normal tiff and a raw? Both are

strictly conforming formats and that is not the primary purpose of RAWs. I guess we can agree that the name of the format is
"RAW" for very good reasons. 24.09.2015, 17:35 If I'm not mistaken, the `Lab` setting makes all settings of the ICC profile

visible, 82157476af
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